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Community Day 
Featuring the Burnside Gardeners and Historic Bethlehem Foodways Group 

 

BETHLEHEM, PA—Do you have a passion for history? Join Historic Bethlehem Museums and Sites for a 

day full of fun, adventure, and exploration! On April 11, 2015, join us for free from 11am-4pm for 

Community Day at Burnside Plantation. Meet our amazing volunteers and learn about how you can get 

involved. The Burnside Garden volunteers will be teaching guests about the gardens and why they were 

important in colonial times, while the Historic Bethlehem Foodways Group will be cooking traditional 

colonial cuisine right out of our summer kitchen. This annual event is the perfect way to kick off spring.  

Historic Bethlehem Museums & Sites has a lot to offer, so this is an event you don’t want to miss! This 

family-friendly event is free, and all ages can enjoy the activities. 

Participating Sites and Activities: 

 Burnside Plantation – Enjoy a tour of the house, barn, and gardens in the beautiful spring 
weather! 

 Colonial Cooking Demonstrations – Our volunteers will be showing off  the cooking skills of the 
colonial times in our summer kitchen. 

 Blacksmithing Demos – Stop and watch our blacksmiths give fiery demonstrations! 

 4H Swine Club –The Northampton County 4H Swine Club will be bringing adorable pigs for 
visitors to interact with. Not only can you see these precious pigs, but you can also learn about 
their importance. 

 Kid Gardening Activities – Kids will have just as much fun as adults. Decorate a mason jar, plant a 
seed and enjoy watching it grow. Kids will learn about how things grow and will be able to see 
the roots in their jar! 

 iPhone app – We are unveiling our brand new Heritage Trail iPhone app! We will have an app 
representative who teaches you about what the app has to offer so you can download it for 
yourself. The app features 80 stops of Bethlehem’s history.  

 

This event is free, and a perfect way to bring in spring! Bring your family out for a day of fun. The 2015 

Historic Bethlehem Museums & Sites Community day is supported by Northampton Community College 

and the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Historic Bethlehem Museums & Sites is a not-for-profit institution that brings to life three centuries of 
American history.  Historic Bethlehem tells the story of a small town of great influence, home to some of 
our nation’s earliest settlers, to America’s first municipal water pumping system, and to one of the 
world’s greatest industrial companies.  Historic Bethlehem is located in eastern Pennsylvania, only a 1.5 
hour drive from Philadelphia to the North and 2 hours west of New York City.  Historic Bethlehem is an 
Affiliate of the Smithsonian Institution and a National Historic Landmark District. 


